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carner saw for pallets

The corner saws type P+K ES/4/8/15 are used at 
the end of single nailing machines as well as in 
production lines. 

The machine can be automatically  set-up and in 
this way being used with different pallet’s 
dimensions.

A four corner saw  with HSS-circular saw blade 
makes the cutting until 35 mm possible.

pallets burners

The pallets burners P+K type BRE 6/6/15 are used at 
the end of single nailing machines as well as in 
production lines.

The machine can be automatically set up to be used 
with different pallets dimensions.

6 burner each with 2200 watts are controlled using a 
temperature controller or sometimes also a CPU.

Every unit with pneumatic pressure.

wood block saw 

The saws for Blocks P+K type KS / 
5000 are used in single machines or 
in production lines with double 
standars from 2 machines. If two 
block formats are necessary you can 
get the machine with modulation of 
the residual wood.

Wood Block transporters are made 
under special demand.
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robot’s feeding

The robot cell type P+K KR 150 are used in different applications in the industry of pallets 
and boxes.

The robots can make until 6 different tasks. For example, they can take blocks and at the 
same time with the same gripper pallets or deliver the pallets from one station to the next 
one.

pallets stackers

The pallets stackers P+K type PST/KST/SST + IRST are 
different in their design. Every stacker is adequated for 
specific demands.

Not only the product specification but also client demands are 
considered for the design of the stacker. The best machine 
according to the client demands is our goal.
The machine can be set up complete automatically.

marking systems

The marking system P+K type INK 2 allows the 
pallet’s signs at both sides of the pallets during the 
transportation. 

You can sign your logo (IPPC) or types over a 
special program.

The use of color systems is also possible.
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pallet drilling machines

The pallet’s drilling machine P+K type BO/1 is used for 
the central drilling of the pallets. The diameter used 
are around 15-110 mm.

The drilling’s depth ist variable depending on the 
client’s demands.

Under special request there are also drilling machines 
with a maximum of 6 drill heads in order to make 
possible the pallet’s drilling for both sides of the pallets 
at the same time. 

machines for special request

P+K industrieanlagen has always the solution for every 
special demand, among others, P+K gives solutions for 
the cable drum production and drills, saws, millings, 
lifters.

Pallet’s foliation for the automatic applying of the folios 
und their blank.

Pallet casing stations.

Material supply, for example, wood blocks, shelves, half 
products and also special fabrications depending on the 
client’s demands. 

P+K Industrieanlagen Maschinen und Service GmbH

Rehland 6 Tel:    04202 789910

28832 Achim Fax:   04202 789911

web:     www.pk-industrieanlagen.de

email:   info@pk-industrieanlagen.de
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If you need further information 

our team will help you.


